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Introdution

By Doug Symington, General Sales Manager

I start this with a confession that after thirty-nine years of
marriage I have fallen hard for another girl! Of course, so has
my wife! She is just over ten pounds, now a month old, and
is our first grandchild. Her name is Emerson Mae and she
is pretty sweet, amazing, and a bunch of other things. Her
parents tell us she can be fussy, but I just think she has not
gotten them into a routine yet, and once trained, they will
be just fine. I finally got to meet her this past weekend—
like much else in life, COVID-19 and its various regulations
delayed that for a bit.

So, while many of you come to us for one-colour printing, it’s
always worth remembering that at its core Friesens has been
and will continue to be largely a four-colour printer. In terms
of sheetfed, we’re one of the larger players in North America.

So, this new “edition” to the family meant we needed to go
into the attic and pull out children’s books that had been set
aside for many years and will slowly over time get used again.
Dr. Seuss, The Berenstain Bears, Winnie the Pooh, and the
Screech Owl series to name a few will all make an appearance
as she grows up. Some she will like, and some she will pass on
as her tastes and interests develop. Right now, I just enjoy the
thought of reading with and to her so we can help to develop
those interests. Right now, with the correct tone, I can read just
about anything from Dr. Seuss to Ian Haysom’s Grandfathered
(all grandparents would enjoy this book) to her.
It was amazing to see how full her little bookcase was already!
She needs a second one. Clearly many people, like us, place
a high value on reading and books. My daughter shared with
me a great story from her only baby shower (held in their
garage with masks and in shifts on Halloween). One guest
brought with her some new gifts and also three gently used
books that her daughters had said were their favourites and
meant something to them growing up. She figured it was a
nice way to pass it on.
When I looked through Emerson’s bookcase, the cross section
was amazing: from Champ and Majors’ new title about being
first dogs, to the Pop-up Peekaboo Penguin book, In the Red
Canoe, and The ABC’s of Hockey. There was so much variety.
When you look at children’s books as a whole, it is amazing to
consider the detailed artwork, the creativity, and production
value that go into them. All this is designed to catch both
a child’s eye and their parents’. Pop-up books are a totally
different beast in that you are designing and conceiving
something in 3D that needs to be solid enough to withstand
little hands pulling and tugging.
At Friesens, we cannot yet find an affordable way to do board
books here in North America. However, we can and have
produced many children’s titles over the years. Perhaps the
most famous are Love You Forever by Robert Munsch and
Carl Sams’s Stranger in the Woods. Our sheetfed colour presses
can deliver superior colour books, and our modern binding
lines can handle the smallest to the biggest of colour titles.
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Regardless if you are printing a museum catalog, a
photography book, cookbooks, or children’s books, we can
help you out.
Lastly, I can report that for the most part we continue to
keep COVID-19 at bay in our plants and our community.
We are busy attending and supporting publishing events in
a virtual form where we can. Others in the issue will share
what is going on in the plant and new developments in our
equipment and product offerings. Our plants have not slowed
down since last year, and we have so much to be grateful for.
You our customers are what keep us going; it is an amazingly
resilient industry that, if my granddaughter’s bookcase is any
indication, has new customers coming along all the time!
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Artificial Intelligence in Book Manufacturing
By Scott Cherewayko, Continuous Improvement Leader

When we think of buying items that are “handcrafted,” it
often comes with the expectation of them being singular and
unique. When it comes to manufacturing, our goal is to take
out the variations “handcrafted” generates, and introduce
precise, predictable, and perfect outcomes. At Friesens,
we continue to explore ways to automate and streamline
processes in our business to give you the best book possible.

we move throughout production. We operate using three
large facilities that look after print, finishing, packaging, and
fulfillment. These facilities encompass over 330,000 square
feet, so you can imagine the importance of keeping track of
product.

Here are some of the things we are doing involving technology
and artificial intelligence in our manufacturing process.
Cobots and Robotics
We are finishing the install of the Cobot Palletizing
Systems. There were some delays due to COVID-19, but the
installation is complete on four out of our six binding lines.
While there are still some minor adjustments to be made, we
are excited to see and experience the improved efficiencies
and the effectiveness of these systems. It has allowed staff to
use their skills in more technical positions and improve our
automation. These systems remove a lot of the heavy lifting
and stacking that staff had to do every day, all day. This cuts
down on potential workplace injuries and allows us to run
more efficiently and get your books to you faster.
In addition to these machines doing the heavy lifting, we
also integrated an automatic labeller that places all the
carton labels on the cartons. This means that the labels are
applied precisely and accurately every time. It is a benefit to
your warehouses and distributors, which rely on accurate,
well-placed carton details to automate their process as well.
We know how important response time is for book orders,
so providing accurate and precise labelling will help those
distributing your books.

Asset Tracking System
Another key initiative we are working on is an Asset Tracking
System (ATS). It uses a real-time locating system along with
Bluetooth low-energy beacons to locate assets on our shop
floors. This will allow us to electronically track raw materials
and any of our customers’ product in press and bindery that
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Beacons will be attached to all the skids that move around
within our plants. The network takes over from there. The
beacons report their location over the wireless network to
the locators that pick up their signal. It then places them
in the database and displays their location on a map of our
floorplans. The accuracy is within approximately five feet,
and pinpoints the location of the product being searched.
Each user will have a mobile or web-based app that will allow
us to locate what we are looking for immediately by doing a
quick search to get a visual display of the item’s location.
Key benefits
• Improves workflow
• Increases efficiency by automating inventory tracking
• Increases overall productivity by cutting down on the
search process by using visual maps and precise locations
• Decreases the chance of losing raw materials or product
• Allows us to check on things “on the go”

The next item we are looking at is how we can incorporate
the Asset Tracking System into using Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGV). This would allow the AGV to have the
ability to use the ATS to locate what is needed and bring it to
a desired location.
We are excited about the possibilities ahead involving using
technology to improve the book manufacturing process.

How Good is Your Colour Acuity?
By Marg Macleod, Ontario Sales Representative

The last fifty years have seen the printing industry evolve
from an art, to a craft, to a science. Printing has transitioned
from 1.0 (mechanization), to 2.0 (mass production), to 3.0
(computer automation), to 4.0 (cyber automated factories).
With each step, one of the primary goals has been to
reduce subjectivity by automating and analyzing print
manufacturing, including all its elements and influencers. The
science of colour is integral in printing, since repeatability
and consistency of colour are key goals in printing.
To ensure that everyone at Friesens who participates in
colour approval understands their own colour acuity, we take
a test every year. We invite you to try the test. Here’s the link:
https://www.xrite.com/hue-test
Take a screen shot of your score and email it to bpmarketing@
friesens.com by April 30, 2021, to be entered into a draw for
some fun Friesens swag. We will randomly draw ten names
from those who enter.
Colour acuity facts:
• men are twenty-one times more likely to be colour
blind than women
• your eyes are at their optimum for colour assessment at
the age of twenty-five
• men tend to be colour blind to red and green, while
women tend to be colour blind to orange and blue
• if you are colour blind to a specific colour, you can see
the density variances (shades) of that colour better than
someone who is not colour blind

The following affects a person’s colour acuity:
1. Light temperature. Neutral light temperature is 5,000˚
Kelvin. A device called a RHEM strip is a great tool to
measure the temperature of the lighting conditions you
are in when assessing colour. Ask your Friesens sales rep
to provide you with a RHEM strip.
2. Wall colour and clothing colour. These reflect colour
and can change your perception of a colour (e.g.,
wearing a blue top can change your perception of a
warm red to a cold red).
3. Tinted or coated reading glasses. Put your glasses lenses
down on a piece of white paper to see if the lenses are
tinted. Most opticians tint glasses light yellowish/
brown to reduce glare, or light blue to ease your eyes
when looking at a computer screen. Lenses are almost
always coated for scratch resistance (colourless initially,
but it takes on a yellow cast as your glasses age).
4. Your computer monitor. The calibration of your colour
monitor and its age will affect the colour. High-end Mac
monitors, which are what most colour professionals
use, have built-in Colorimetry, which checks the colour
balance continuously and automatically adjusts the
monitor. These monitors have a life of approximately
two years. Viewing colour on a monitor (transmissive
light, comprised of red, green, and blue) versus ink on
paper (reflective light, comprised of cyan, magenta,
yellow, and black printing inks) is a challenge at best
because of the difference in colour source and image
transmission.
Good luck with the test, and be sure to send us your results to
be entered in the draw.

We Are Stronger Together
By Chad Friesen, CEO

In 2020, we started choosing an annual corporate theme.
The corporate theme is a social goal that is less focused on
financial outcomes and more focused on making Friesens
an even better company. Last year’s theme was “Mental
Wellness,” and incorporating it included guest speakers, some
training, an awareness campaign, and an enhanced Employee
Assistance Program.
For 2021, our corporate theme is “Stronger Together.” It is
divided into three areas of focus:
1. Inclusion
2. Connectedness
3. Appreciation
This theme was influenced by the events of the past year.
Most significantly the pandemic response, virtual meetings,
and the George Floyd case and subsequent Black Lives
Matter protests. These events caused us to re-evaluate our
roles and consider how to remove barriers related to diversity,
communication, and recognition.
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We know that there is far more work to be done in these areas
than can adequately be addressed within twelve months.
However, by applying special attention to these areas in
2021, we hope to build momentum that can carry on well
beyond this year’s theme.
Below are details about each part of the theme:
1) Inclusion
This speaks to embracing our differences, knocking down
barriers for people to advance their careers at Friesens, and
being deliberate to encourage diversity at all levels of the
company. Efforts will include training to help us recognize
and overcome biases, and investment in diversity through
scholarships and targeted recruitment.

2) Connectedness
This is about helping stakeholders feel connected to the
company. The nature of our business does not allow everyone
to easily connect in person (even before COVID-19). We
will further leverage technology to help us connect more
often and in more meaningful ways. We will accomplish
this by providing every staff member with a common
communication platform, and by learning how to excel at
virtual meetings and events. Technology won’t replace inperson meetings completely, but the tools we adopted quickly
during the pandemic will definitely change and enhance how
we connect in the future.
3) Appreciation
This is about saying “thank you” more often and in different
ways. It will include a revamp of the Friesens Thank-You
Program and a review of the benefits of working at Friesens.
The pandemic reminded us to appreciate each other more
often and that ultimately it is people that matter the most.
While most aspects of Stronger Together appear inward
facing, we do include customers and our communities in the
definition. We would not be where we are today without the
strength and support of our publishers. Many of you choose
to work with Friesens because you relate, in part, to the
Friesens story. This year’s theme seeks to enhance the story
even further and to create greater alignment of our shared
values.
Also, because of this theme, you should experience more
connection points with us. As our virtual/online service
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options evolve, they lead to improved outcomes in response
times, easier access to resources, and ultimately stronger
relationships.
Finally, in the spirit of appreciation, I thank you for being a
part of our world. The last year has been anything but normal
and has challenged us in ways we never expected. But we have
navigated through these tough times together, and in some
ways we’re stronger because of it. You are greatly appreciated,
and we are all stronger together!

Paper, Paper, Paper

by Andrew Fennell, VP of Finance

There are currently some dynamics in the paper market
that are both unexpected and expected. Some mills are
downsizing, repositioning, and trying to reinvent themselves
due to declining demand, while others are surprisingly busy
or even overfull. It is a mix of declining demand in some
segments of the industry, oversupply in some segments, and
undersupply in other segments. According to one source,
“coated freesheet mills are operating at full capacity, coated
groundwood mills are operating at 70% of capacity … newsprint
mills are reporting full order books, [and] we could see more
[uncoated freesheet] capacity being converted or removed this
year.”
Demand and Supply for Book Paper
Part one of the story for book paper is about the coated paper
mills. Overall, demand has been weak the last few years, and
as a result, some mills and paper machines have been idled or
closed entirely. The one that is close to home for Friesens is the
very unexpected closure of the Verso paper mill in Wisconsin
Rapids, announced in June 2020. This mill has been our source
of Sterling Premium paper, a high-quality coated paper. Then in
December, a further announcement indicated that the mill is
discontinuing the manufacturing of Sterling Premium 70# text
in all current finishes as well as discontinuing the manufacturing
of all matte finish products. Almost simultaneously, several
coated mills announced price increases based on rising mill
costs. The summary is: fewer options and higher prices.

Part two for book paper is uncoated freesheet (UFS) paper.
A strange story has emerged recently with less demand,
shrinking supply (including formal restricted supply by one
mill), and price increases. As reported by one source, “The
UFS markets will improve when demand, which has been
suppressed by the pandemic through the closure of offices and
schools, returns.” There is uncertainty, of course, but we are
confident that supply will be adequate for the demands of the
more-stable book market.
Part three of the story for book paper is about uncoated
groundwood (UGW) paper. The demand for this lesserquality paper has been stronger than ever, in our experience.
And that seems to be reflected as well in the busyness of some
mills “… reporting market tightness and strong order books.” We
do have some concerns about the supply of UGW, and have
increased our in-house inventory levels as a precautionary
step.
Paper Pricing
There has been a flurry of price increase announcements
in the last few weeks. Coated paper: price hikes of up to 8
percent. Tradebook (extra-bulk): 3.5 percent price increase.
C1S Litho paper: 4 percent increase. Groundwood: 7
percent increase. And most recently, uncoated freesheet
paper: 5 percent increase. All of these increases have already
been implemented or are scheduled for implementation by
the mills in March or early April 2021.
Paper Lead Times
As you can imagine, the mix of market dynamics makes
forecasting lead times somewhat challenging. At the time of
writing, we are experiencing longer lead times for uncoated
groundwood (UGW) paper, with some mills indicating
anywhere from six to ten weeks’ lead time (compared to the
normal four to five weeks’ lead time). We are also experiencing
some delays with Tradebook (extra-bulk) paper, but nothing
seriously problematic. We monitor suppliers’ statuses on an
ongoing basis and, as always, endeavour to have an adequate
supply of our “house” papers. If you have questions about our
paper programs, please feel free to contact your sales reps for
assistance.

New Binding Options

By Scott Sinnett, US Sales Manager

We have heard our customers’ demands, and we have
responded. We are excited to announce that flexi-binding
capabilities will soon be coming to Friesens!
Friesens has made another capital investment of a new
Kolbus Casemaker DA 270. This machine has all the bells
and whistles and includes every option possible that Kolbus
provides.

What Is Flexi-Binding?
In addition to increasing our standard hardcover capacity,
this new casemaker allows us to create flexi-bound covers. A
flexi-bound binding is a flexible cover that is thicker than a
typical paperback and extends beyond the page edges. It is
an intermediate style between the traditional paperback and
hardcover styles. Our version of flexi-binding is produced by
wrapping a cover material (woven, non-woven, or printed
sheets) over thin 28
pt (1 mm) board.
The diagram shows
the components
of a hardcover and
flexi-bound book.
The only difference
between them is
in the thickness of
the board, which
for flexi-binding
results in a more
flexible finished
cover.
Round-cornered Covers
This new machine can also make round-cornered covers
(hardcover or flexi-bound) by cutting the cover material in
line for applying it to the round-cornered board. We will be
able to make flexi-bound covers with or without rounded
corners.
The casemaker has arrived, and we are currently doing
installation and training. We expect to have it up and
running in April or May. We look forward to helping you on
your next flexi-bound or round-cornered project!
If you want to receive up-to-date information on when this
bind style is ready, we encourage you to subscribe to our
HTML newsletter on our website www.friesens.com/books.
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Places We Sell—Fun Facts about the Great
Lakes Territory
By Paul Cibulka, Great Lakes Sales Representative

In recent issues of Publishers’ Newsletter, sales representatives
have shared some insight into their respective territories.
Continuing this theme, I would like to share with you some
“fun facts” about mine.
I am responsible for servicing our clients in the Great Lakes
Region, Virginia, West Virginia, and Washington DC. The
territory is big and quite diverse. It covers over three hundred
thousand square miles and has a population of fifty-two
million people. The geography includes flat plains, lakes
the size of a small ocean, the Appalachian Mountains, and
borders the Atlantic Ocean. There are major metropolitan
areas and small resort towns. The diversity gives me the
opportunity to serve a cornucopia of clients, from individual
authors to international companies. I am blessed with the
opportunity to travel this vast territory to meet with our
outstanding clients.
To give you a snapshot of my territory, have some fun trying
to connect a description of a client with a relevant photo.
Good luck!
1. Founded in 1888, this nonprofit organization “invests
in the innovative leaders in science, exploration,
education, and storytelling to illuminate and protect the
wonder of our world.” They sponsor popular travelling
exhibits, such as the early 2010s King Tut exhibit
featuring artifacts from the tomb of the young Egyptian
Pharaoh. Its Education Foundation gives grants to
education organizations and individuals to improve
geography education. Its Committee for Research and
Exploration has awarded more than eleven thousand
grants for scientific research and exploration.
2. “The minimalist moves earth to reduce severe slopes,
not to create them. If you want to judge whether
a particular designer is really comfortable in the
minimalist style, ask him what he does when a hole has
no natural feature to build upon. The real minimalist
will respond that he’s never faced that situation—he’ll
always find something, whether it’s the length of the
hole, or a small hump, existing vegetation, or simply the
direction of the prevailing wind—and expand upon
that to create an interesting golf hole.” The Designer.
3. This institution of higher learning dates back to 1842,
and was founded by a priest of the Congregation of the
Holy Cross, a French missionary order. It excels in both
academics and athletics. Today, researchers are achieving
breakthroughs in astrophysics, radiation chemistry,
environmental sciences, tropical disease transmission,
peace studies, cancer, robotics, and nanoelectronics.

4. This 760,000-square-foot annex to the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum was made possible by
a $65 million donation by an immigrant from Hungary.
The ten-storey-high Boeing Aviation Hangar displays
aircraft hanging at several levels, angled as if in flight.
You can see a Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird, a Concorde,
and much more. For aviation enthusiasts young and
old, it’s just plain cool.
5. This national landmark, built in 1913, is the site of a
massive underground bunker that was meant to serve
as an emerency shelter for the United States Congress
during the Cold War (Project Greek Island). During
the Civil War, both sides occupied the grounds, using
the hotel either as a hospital or as military headquarters.
The grounds include the only resort golf course in the
world to have hosted both the Ryder Cup and the
Solheim Cup.
6. The diverse, high-quality permanent exhibitions,
which attract up to two million visitors annually, range
from the earliest fossils, to past and current cultures
from around the world, to interactive programming
demonstrating today’s urgent conservation needs.
7. This museum houses Harriet Tubman’s hymnal, Nat
Turner’s bible, a plantation cabin from South Carolina,
a guard tower from Angola Prison, Michael Jackson’s
fedora, and works by prolific artists such as Charles
Alston, Elizabeth Catlett, Romare Bearden, and Henry
O. Tanner.
8. In 1846, a British scientist left his estate to the United
States to found “an establishment for the increase of
diffusion of knowledge.” This organization now has
nineteen world-class museums, galleries, gardens, and
a zoo.
9. On December 12, 2012, this institution received a
mysterious package addressed to “Henry Walton Jones,
Jr.” They could find no faculty or staff by that name.
A student worker then realized that the package was
meant for Dr. “Indiana” Jones, the famous archaeologist
of Raiders of the Lost Ark fame. Inside the package was
the journal of Abner Ravenwood, the fictional professor
who trained Indiana Jones.
10. This institution was founded in 1879. The building was
constructed for the World’s Columbian Exposition.
They have a permanent collection of nearly three
hundred thousand works, and host 1.5 million people
annually. It is the second-largest art museum in the
world. They are known for Georges Seurat’s largest, bestknown painting called La Grande Jatte, Pablo Picasso’s
The Old Guitarist, Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks, and
Grant Wood’s American Gothic.
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A. The Art Institute of Chicago
Credit: Getty images / Lonely Planet Images

F. The Smithsonian
Credit: Smithsonian Institution

B. The Field Museum
Credit: Sun Times

G. The National Museum of African American History and
Culture Credit
Credit – Smithsonian Institution

C. The University of Chicago
Credit: Pinterest

H. The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center
Credit – Smithsonian Institution

D. Renaissance Golf Design—Pacific Dunes 16th Hole
(24th ranked course in the world)–Credit: Evan Schiller Photography

E. The Greenbrier
Credit: The Greenbrier

I. The University of Notre Dame
Credit Getty Images

J. National Geographic Society
Credit – The Cultural Landscape Foundation
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Keeping Your Backlist in Print
By Ryan Hildebrand, Canadian Sales Manager

will do the job. But if you’re looking to match offset quality,
the HP Indigo presses using electrostatic ink are the way to
go.
We continue to grow and expand our digital offerings to meet
your needs. What that means for you is increased capacity,
high-quality output, and seamless workflow between offset
and digital printing.

Digital printing is not a “one size fits all” type of solution.
In fact, we could write an entire Publishers’ Newsletter about
digital print options and only scratch the surface. However,
we do want to continue to inform and educate you on what
we are doing and what it means for you. This article will
touch on:
• Digital quality and offerings at Friesens
• Details about our expanded digital offerings
• Paper stocking program for digital books
Digital Quality
There are many different levels of quality and options
available. At Friesens we have chosen to continue down the
road of high-quality, reliable, and consistent reproduction.
Those are the core needs of our customer base, and as a
result, we have continued to add to our offerings to meet
our customers’ needs. We have explored inkjet printing, and
there are times it would fit, but the quality of inkjet printing
does not match the quality you get from the HP Indigo
presses or offset printing.
There are times we are asked to compare digital prices and
quotes. One of the biggest differences to keep in mind
when looking for a digital solution is what method of
reproduction is used. While we continue to look at lowercost inkjet press solutions, at this point they do not offer the
same reproduction quality our core customers expect from
Friesens. Inkjet has come a long way, and we know it is just
a matter of time until it fits within our customer’s needs. At
times “ink on paper” is all that is needed, and inkjet presses

Specifics of Friesens’ Digital Equipment:
• 2 HP Indigo 7250
• 1 HP Indigo 50000
• Trim sizes:
Ȇ Minimum size – 4 x 5” (Hardcover or softcover)
Ȇ Maximum size – 12 x 12” (Hardcover or softcover)
• Cover styles:
Ȇ Softcover
Ȇ Hardcover
• Binding options:
Ȇ Sewn
Ȇ Perfect bound
• Printing options:
Ȇ Black only
Ȇ 4 colour process
• Quantity:
Ȇ Initial quantity runs mostly range from 200 to 1000
books
Ȇ Reprints quantity runs will range from 100 to 1000
books
When looking at and comparing Friesens’ digital print
production to traditional offset, you will see minimal
differences when it comes to black printing or colour
reproduction. The same calibration, dot pattern, and our
ability to produce screens and images with rich, full colour
assures you of the highest quality possible. While there can
be small differences between digital and offset reproduction,
we are to the point where we consider the HP Indigo just
another press.
If you are working on a high-fidelity project that has
very specific detail, it is important to consult with our
representatives. We can review your images and design to
understand your expectations and provide you the best
printing advice in order to achieve the optimal results.
Paper Stocking Program for Digital Presses
We continue to expand our paper options so that you have
the flexibility of going between digital and offset technology.
Here is the list of papers we currently offer for our digital
equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
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Rolland Enviro 100 FSC Natural, 50 lb
Rolland Enviro 100 FSC Natural, 55 lb
Husky offset FSC white, 50 lb
Husky offset FSC white, 60 lb
Rolland Enviro Opaque Offset FSC white, 57 lb

•
•
•
•

Anthem Plus Gloss FSC, 100 lb
Anthem Plus Satin FSC, 80 lb
Anthem Plus Satin FSC, 100 lb
100 lb Sterling Ultra Brite C1S, white FSC (we use this
for jackets and printed cases)
• 10 pt C1S cover, white FSC
• 12 pt C1S cover, white FSC
We encourage you to contact your local sales rep to learn
more about our current setup and how it can fit your needs.

WORDPLAY

Exceptional Word:
Of is the only word in which an “f ” is pronounced like a “v”.
Learn A Foreign Language:
Taxi is spelled the same way in nine languages: English,
French, Danish, Dutch, German, Swedish, Spanish,
Norwegian & Portuguese.
Multi-Purpose Syllable:
You can pronounce ‘ough’ eight different ways in the
following sentence: A rough-coated, dough-faced, thoughtful
ploughman strode the streets of Scarborough; after falling
into a slough, he coughed and hiccoughed!
Ugly Words :
According to a poll by the National Association of Teachers
of Speech, the ten worst sounding words in the English
language are: Cacophony, Crunch, Flatulent, Gripe, Jazz,
Phlegmatic, Plump, Plutocrat, Sap, Treachery.
Special Words:
The longest word you can spell without repeating a letter:
Uncopyrightable.
The longest word with just one vowel: Strengths.
The only English word with a triple letter: Goddessship.
The longest commonly used word with no letter appearing
more than once: Ambidextrously.
The word with the longest definition, in most dictionaries:
Set.

department for 2021. We have produced more video, had
more conference calls, and provided more digital content
than we ever have before, and I don’t see it stopping any time
soon.
So, what are we planning?
Website
One of the major updates we will be working on for 2021 is
a complete makeover of our website. I must say our website,
although functional, has not been a focus for our company.
This year, it has become clear we need to make it a focus with
additional improvements, so stay tuned. We are hoping for a
fall launch.
Videos, Videos and More Videos
We are working on many more videos to help tell the story
of Friesens. Now that our building expansion and most of
our in-house moving is complete, we will be creating a series
of videos that will take you on a walking tour of the plant,
which you can watch from the comfort of your desk.
We are also feeling the loss of our Publishers’ Seminar this
past year. It has always been a pleasure to host our publishers
at the plant, so we have taken the initiative in planning a few
videos and webinars. These would be educational discussion
pieces that will help us share the experience on the different
aspects of print. Hopefully, by the year 2022, we will be able
to host another Publishers’ Seminar!
We have realized that publishers who use our MyBooks Portal
on a consistent basis fly through the proofing, production,
and shipping process with greater ease. But it is also evident
that learning a new program can be time consuming, even
if it’s a simple one. To ease the learning process, we have an
introductory training video in the production queue. Our
hope is that it will help our new publishers get up to speed
on the program, as well as anyone who has not started using
it yet.
Samples

The longest common word without an a, e, i, o, or u:
Rhythms.
The shortest – ology (study of ) word: oology (the study of
eggs.
The only two common words with six consonants in a row:
Catchphrase and latchstring.
The longest English word with letters appearing in
alphabetical order: Aegilops (an ulcer in the eye – we’ve
never heard of it, either).

Improving Customers’ Experience in 2021
By Odia Reimer, Corporate Marketing Manager

Technology! That seems to be the theme for our Marketing

While this may not be directly related to technology, we are
looking at a lot of updates to our physical samples this year.
We will be updating our Colour Paper Sample Book, Black
and White Paper Sample Book, Digital Colour Paper Sample
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Book, Guide to Book Production, and Cover Lamination
Booklet.
The planning stages for the upcoming year have given us the
momentum to begin working on our long list of exciting
projects. Whether we are looking ahead to our short- or
long-term goals, we hope you are just as excited as we are to
put these plans in motion.

What a Year!
By Byron Loeppky, Senior VP of Books

The last Publishers’ Newsletter article had me writing about
the first few snowflakes that were falling, and the coming
winter. This article begins with the gratefulness we feel for
the very mild winter in our area (the most recent week of
a polar vortex rolling through and bringing -45 wind chill
values excluded).
While COVID-19 numbers continue to vacillate in our area
and around our province, I am pleased to report that as of
today we are down to zero reported cases in Altona and area.
This is a big improvement over the numbers at the beginning
of 2021.
We have also recently completed our business plan for 2021,
which was influenced by some of our experience in 2020.
The corporate plan is thirty-six pages long, and this is the
fortieth year of its publication. Our corporate theme this
year is “Stronger Together,” and its focus is on inclusion,
connectedness, and appreciation.
2019 was a record revenue year for us here at Friesens, and
we were hoping to build off that momentum for 2020. The
impact of COVID-19 on the publishing world in the second
quarter put an end to those goals, so we refocused on new
goals for the back half of the year. We were very pleased to
exceed our 2019 numbers for the last six months of the year
by 9 percent. We ended the year down only 2 percent for
the year. We are very pleased with the rebound, and it was
a slightly better result than the best-case scenario we drafted
in spring.
The book market in particular rebounded strongly in the
back half of 2020 and is carrying that momentum into 2021.
This is particularly true for us with trade paperback and
hardcover books. This of course is the result of the publishing
world creatively coming up with ways to continue to operate
in the middle of a pandemic, and the demand from readers
all over North America for more books.
I have attached the year-end results from Publishers Weekly,
which is one of the reports we use to track data in our industry.
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The start of the year has seen the momentum at the end of
2020 continue into 2021. This is especially true of our web
presses, where our increase to a 24/7 shift configuration has
not yet allowed us to get back to standard schedules.
Production has been busy completing our year-end
maintenance and using up the last of their vacation time.
It’s interesting how the demand for time off in January and
February has diminished with the inability to fly to sunny
destinations. We anticipate the equipment will be run hard
during the year, and we are planning for increased shifts
in our cover decorating department, some presses, and a
binding line.
We are grateful for our many loyal customers. We know 2020
has been difficult for many around the world, and many
businesses have been negatively affected. We are grateful that
people continue to want books and that you continue to
trust us with your work. I want to reassure you that we have
made both short-term and long-term decisions that speak to
our belief in our business and our industry. We will be here
for you in the years to come.
We could not accomplish what we do without our wonderful
staff, and we are very grateful for the fantastic team here
at Friesens. We are thankful that we did not need to lay
anyone off during the downturn in the second quarter, and
are actively recruiting to accommodate increasing capacity
demands.
On behalf of all the employee-owners at Friesens, I pass along
our thankfulness for your partnerships and for entrusting us
with your work. We would not be in business without you.
We look forward to a very exciting 2021.
Capital and Building Plans for 2021
2021 will be a quieter year on the capital front with us
catching our breath after three years of significant investment
and equipment/people movement between buildings.

The expansion at our Industrial Park location is complete,
and we are settling in and getting better organized as each
month passes.
Our first perfect binder from Muller Martini was sitting in
crates for months before we were able to begin installation,
but it is now installed. However, we continue to wait for the
extraction system to become functional. The extraction system
has been a painful installation for us. It is not functioning
correctly because of the inability to get technicians here. We
have all hands on deck to get this going as quickly as possible.
However, a lighter capital year does not mean equipment is
not being installed. We have just accepted the order for our
third Kolbus casemaker for making hardcover cases. This
machine will also allow us to run lightweight board on the
covers, giving us the ability make flexi-bind covers. A picture
of the machine is below. It is located beside our existing two
casemakers.

accomplished, but there is still some work left to do before
we take a breath.
Lastly, our long-time Facilities Manager, Ron Toews, has
recently retired, and we have hired Mike Hildebrand as his
replacement.
Ron provided strong leadership during his time at Friesens
and had his plate particularly full the last three years between
the many new equipment installations, an expansion at our
Industrial Park facility, and the many equipment moves
between buildings. We are grateful for Ron’s time here at
Friesens and wish him and his wife Martha a wonderful
retirement.
Mike is a new employee to Friesens, but is not new to the
area. Mike has a background managing large teams of staff
in manufacturing, is a Red Seal electrician, and has owned
his own business. We look forward to the leadership he will
bring to our maintenance team.

THE ANSWER KEY FOR PAGE 14-15

We will also be deciding on some digital printing equipment
by the end of the first quarter. I will share the results of those
decisions with you in our next Publishers’ Newsletter.
We have a few moves left to complete. They include:
• Moving our two MGI JetVarnish machines from our
Printers Way facility to our Industrial Park facility
• Moving a cutter out of the paper warehouse room
• Moving our digital finishing system at Printers Way to
west of our HP 50000
• Moving our softcover flap folding/gluing machine from
Printers Way to Industrial Park
We also have a sheeter and a perfect binder for sale that will
free up valuable additional floor space.
We currently have four functional cobots operating behind
our binding lines. We continue to focus on these types of
automation opportunities for our business to eliminate some
of the more manual positions in the company so we can move
those staff to other positions in the company.

Photo

Client

Description

A

Art Institue of Chicago

B

Field Museum

6

C

University of Chicago

9

D

Renaissance Golf

2

E

The Greenbier Amercia’s Resort

5

F

Smithsonian Institution

8

G

National Museum of 		
African American History and Culture
7

H

Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center

4

I

University of Notre Dame

3

J

National Geographic

1

10

THE RESULTS		
# Correct
Feedback
8 or more

You got it!

5 to 7

You’re on your way!

Less than 5

Time to start your exploring!

As you can see, there is still a lot of activity on the capital
and building front. I hope you find this as exciting as we
do. We look forward to getting better organized this year
and increasing our production efficiency. A lot has been
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COVID FUN
Even with all the restritions to prevent the spread
of COVID our staff has found ways to have fun.

Hiking along Trabaloulay PoCo
Trail, BC

What to do when you are stuck at home and bored

Hiking along Trabaloulay PoCo Trail, BC

Snack time after hiking with friends

Snowshoeing

Spending time with family

Horseback riding

Hot tubbing in Texas winter

Jog, Skate, Bike is what a Winter
Triathalon in Manitoba is like

Getting ready for Altona
Winter Triathalon with Friends
This is what running in -40
weather looks like when you live
in Manitoba

Family fun clearing snow
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Science Experiment

Roasting hotdogs around the fire

Enjoying a hike and
connecting with nature

Enjoying outdoors with your family

Skiing with family

Snowmobiling near Lac
du Bonnet, Manitoba

Outdoor Curling

Ice Fishing

Ice Fishing

Getting ready to catch some dinner

Celebrating New Year’s Day

Finding unique places to hike in Manitoba

Surprise vistors while
cross country skiing
Great way to end a beutiful day
Winter walks and wildlife

Playing cards

Crafting

Backyard Yoga

The fruits of your labours
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EXPANDED PROFILE LIST
by Brad Schmidt

When preparing images for print, ICC profiles
have been a standard resource to ensure that images
print as expected. For many years, we have made the
GRACoL2006_Coated.icc profile available on our
website. This is a useful resource when converting
images to CMYK. Along with this CMYK profile,
our website also included the option to register
for our grayscale profiles. These profiles include
the basic profiles needed for preparing images for
printing colour or grayscale on coated paper. The
only profile for printing on uncoated paper that
was available on our website was for the purpose of
printing grayscale images.
Over time, we have expanded our available
profiles to include a specific profile for printing
colour on uncoated paper. The GRACoL beta
Uncoated.icc profile has been available upon
request through tech support. We initially only
provided GRACoL beta Uncoated.icc through
tech support to promote discussion on the best
practices to utilize this profile effectively. When
using uncoated profiles without simulating black
ink with Proof Colors, Photoshop will give the
impression that the images will have greater
contrast than the actual results of printing on
uncoated paper will produce.
We have now expanded the list of profiles
available for download to include profiles for
coated and uncoated papers. These are for both
colour images and grayscale images. To make it
more convenient to download, the registration
page has been replaced with a table, and profiles
can be downloaded directly. For both coated and
uncoated printing, we have also included profiles
for the purpose of 4 colour black and white
images. These 4cB&W profiles are intended for
images that visually appear to be grayscale but are
intended to print CMYK. The benefit of using the
4cBW profiles is that images print in a richer black
by utilizing the extra cyan, magenta and yellow ink
while reducing the likelihood of printing with a
colour cast.
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The following profiles are now available for
direct download on our website:
GRACoL2006_Coated1v2.icc - This CMYK
profile is for images printing on coated paper. It is
intended for colour images and is used to convert
images from RGB to CMYK.
GRACoL 4c B&W.icc - This is also a CMYK
profile used for coated paper, but is only intended for
use with grayscale like images that are printing CMYK.
Grayscale GRACoL_Coated.icc - This is a
grayscale profile and is used for images printing
black only on coated paper.
GRACoL beta Uncoated.icc - This CMYK
profile is for images printing on uncoated paper. It
is intended for colour images and is used to convert
images from RGB to CMYK.
GRACoL beta 4c-BW Uncoated.icc - This is
also a CMYK profile used for uncoated paper, but
is only intended for use with grayscale like images
that are printing CMYK.
Grayscale GRACoL_Uncoated.icc - This is
a grayscale profile and is used for images printing
black only on uncoated paper.
When working with profiles, it is good to
use the Proof Colors option in Photoshop. This
option is used to simulate ink on paper as opposed
to a backlit screen. Often an image will appear
to have more contrast onscreen with deeper dark
colours due to the way the screen displays colour.
This creates the perception of greater contrast
than what will be present on printed paper. This
is noticeable for images printing on coated paper,
but especially when preparing images for printing
on uncoated paper. If images are adjusted for
uncoated paper without using Proof Colors, the
printed images will likely lack contrast because the
screen will show more contrast than will actually
be achieved with ink on paper. Adjusted images
for uncoated paper often appear to have too much
contrast onscreen, but when the Proof Colors is
enabled, the resulting simulation shows that the
extra contrast was necessary in order to produce
better contrast on an uncoated paper where the
dark colours are lightened due to the nature of
uncoated paper.

• Proof Colors for CMYK images on uncoated paper

Proof Colors does not alter the values within
the image. It only affects the onscreen preview. In
addition, the Proof Colors is not a persistent setting.
The next time an image is opened, the Proof Colors
will again be disabled. To turn on Proof Colors for
an image, go to View, Proof Setup, Custom in the
menu to select the proof simulation settings. First
select the profile to simulate. In the example above,
the settings are using the GRACoL beta Uncoated
profile to simulate an image printing on uncoated
paper. For the full effect, the Simulate Paper Color
and Simulate Black Ink need to be checked. This
will then simulate the lower saturation of printing
on uncoated paper and allow you to adjust the
photo for optimal results on the selected paper.
In addition to these standard CMYK profiles
for colour images printing on coated and uncoated
paper, we have included 4cB&W profiles. The
purpose of these profiles is to convert grayscale
or neutral images to CMYK to achieve greater
contrast. Although this could be done with the
standard CMYK profile, these are often susceptible
to printing with a colour cast. The use of the 4cBW
profiles counters this colour cast problem.

• CMYK values for 4 colour black and white images

As with other profiles, use the Edit, Convert
to Profile option to convert the image to CMYK.
Here we have selected the GRACoL 4c BW profile.
The result is seen primarily in the Black channel.
For a mid-level grey area the Info palette shows
the K value at 53% while the CMY values are in
the teens. If this same image had been converted
to CMYK using the standard GRACoL2006_
Coated1v2 profile, the K value would have been
23% with the CMY values in the 50% range. With
such a low Black value, any shift in the CMY values
would present as a shift in hue. With these profiles
being more accessible, I anticipate more designers
will take advantage of using the appropriate profiles
for their print projects.
To update the colour management settings for
Friesens, ensure that the GRACoL profiles from
the Friesens website are available on your computer.
These profiles can be downloaded at the following
address in the Colour Management section of the
web page.
https://www.friesens.com/books/services/
preparing-your-files/
Tech Support
204.319.8135
bptech@friesens.com

• Convert to Profile for 4 colour black and white images
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